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Summary
• The scientific publication process
– Peer review
– Criticisms

• Evaluating research through publications
–
–
–
–

Bibliometrics
Journal quality
Author-level metrics
The Open Access advantage

• Two institutional examples
– ASN
– VQR

* Warning: most of the presentation is related to scientific research

The publication process
• To communicate a scientific result,
• The Authors:
– Select a journal suitable for topic and quality;
– Prepare a draft paper and send it to the journal Editor;

• The journal Editor(s) (sometimes helped by Associated Editors):
– (makes some very basic screening for content suitability)
– Sends the draft to two or more referees , experts in the same field, to obtain
the so-called peer review
– Depending on referee’s judgment, decides whether to publish the paper as is,
or with minor/major revision basing on referee’s comments, or reject.

• The accepted paper then enters into the traditional publication
queue (including formatting, proofs, etc)
• (all of this is made for free – just extra lines in the CV)
• Traditional publishing vs Open Access:
Readers pay vs. Authors pay

Peer review: variants
• Anonymous:
– blind: reviewer names are not public,
– double blind: + author names are also removed
from draft

• Open peer review: all public
– However, no evidence that open or closed influence
that quality of process

• With rebuttal: Authors may refuse the review

Peer review: issues

• A-priori filter: what is not passing it, is lost (~)

• Experiences in ex-post quality control: PubPeer (fighting against frauds),
PubMed Commons, Researchgate comments, next presentation
(Mizzaro), etc

• Bias

– Some new journals ask reviewers to avoid impact
considerations, but consider only correctness:
PLOS One , Nature Scientific Reports, Helyon, IEEE Access, etc

• More and more reviews/reviewers needed, becase more
and more articles are being published
– Some Journal allow to suggest reviewers

• Some Authors provided fake names and emails

– Rewards? Also financial?
– Publons.com: you can expose and certify your reviewer
activity

• Proposed solutions are often in the open direction

Publons statistics:

PubMed Commons comments

Examples

Typical PubPeer submission

Other publications
• Research results may appear also in publications
other than journals:
– Conferences and their proceedings: often only
preliminary results, but in some scientific areas some
conferences are more important than some journals;
• Often but not always there is peer review;

– Books and book chapters;
– Other non-reviewed publications
• preprints, technical reports, ecc

On the shoulders of giants
• «If I have seen further it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants» (I.Newton, 1576)
• In science, nobody builds up his/her work from
nothing
– We use results and methods made by others,
described in scientific papers, adding our own
contribution
• Mertonian norm: “communalism”

– As acknowledgement, we recognize the work of others
that has been useful for us by citing their papers at the
end of our paper (References)

Publications and research evaluation
• Since papers are strictly related to research
activity, they are also considered as one of the
parameters to evaluate research
• Different aspects:
– Productivity: of the scientist, of the institution, of the
Country…
– “Quality” : of the journals, of the paper, …
– Impact: of the papers, of the Authors, …
– bibliometrics

Bibliometrics
• Bibliometrics is a statistical analysis of books, articles, or other
publications.
• Originally, work was limited to collecting data on numbers of scientific
articles and publications, classified by authors and/or by institutions,
fields of science, country, etc., in order to construct simple
“productivity” indicators for academic research. Subsequently, more
sophisticated and multidimensional techniques based on citations in
articles (and more recently also in patents) were developed. The
resulting citation indexes and co-citation analyses are used both to
obtain-more sensitive measures of research quality and to trace the
development of fields of science and of networks. Bibliometric
analysis use data on numbers and authors of scientific publications
and on articles and the citations therein (and in patents) to measure
the “output” of individuals/research teams, institutions, and
countries, to identify national and international networks, and to map
the development of new (multi-disciplinary) fields of science and
technology.
From OECD Glossary
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Sources of bibliometric information
• Web of Knowledge https://webofknowledge.com/
– Only by subscription
– IF, 5Y-IF, AIS, Eigenfactor, citations per paper, etc

• Scopus http://scopus.com

– By subscription, but aggregated data available for free at
http://www.scimagojr.com
– CiteScore, SJR, SNIP, citations per paper, etc

• Google Scholar https://scholar.google.com
– H-index, citations per paper
– Slightly unreliable bibliographic database

• So: mostly, proprietary databases!
• Measures depend on database

– Different coverage, different mistakes

• A recent effort: ORCID

– Universal identifiers for Authors
– http://orcid.org

Journal “quality” measures
Impact Factor et al

Quality of the publication host
(journal, conference, …)

• Acceptance rate

– General, pre-peer review, post-peer review
– E.g., Nature Neuroscience: 30-35% pre, 8-9% post
– A priori filter: editor and reviewers

• Impact on the scientific community
– How many times a paper has been read?
– How useful its reading has been?
– How much a paper is being cited in others work?
– Based on the reader community

Impact: Impact factor (IF)

• Invented in 1969 by E.Garfield, and aimed at
librarians
– ISI -> Thomson -> Thomson-Reuters ->
Clarivate
– Official IFs are published yearly in Journal
Citation Reports (JCR)
– Self-cites counted but can be excluded

• Average number of Journal citations for
papers published in the previous 2 years
– 5 years variant available
– E.g.: a journal published 79 articles in 2014, 76
in 2015, in 2016 these articles received 562
citations: impact factor in 2016 is
562/79+76)=4,264

Other measures for journals quality
• CiteScore: Scopus variant for impact factor
• Immediacy Index: measure of speed, number of
citations in the same publication year
• Cited half-life: measure of lifespan, median age of
papers cited in a specific year
• Eigenfactor and SJR: enhanced variants of the
impact factor, based on the PageRank algorithm
– Not all citations are the same: from a prestigious
journal is better

Issues with Impact Factor
• If IF is important, then it becomes important to take care of it
– More self-citations
– More citations to friends (unless competitors for a grant)
– Uninhibited editors may ask for citations on their journal
• Database coverage not uniform
• Not easy to compare among scientific areas
– Although rankings may help

– Es. IF max in OCEANOGRAPHY is 4.438, in BIOPHYSICS 17.049
• No control on database content
– How journals and congresses are included in the list?

Different topics, different measures

Scientific output measures
Author-level metrics
(applicable at institution level too)

Productivity vs prolificity

• Obvious measure: how many papers?

– But then, let’s consider impact: how many citations?

• Problems:

– Published where?
• All journals are equal?
• Shall we count proceedings/books etc?

– Published with whom?
• What we do when there is more than one Author?

– Prolificity is a good thing?
• Salami publishing
• Duplicate publication
• Gift publication

Co-Authorship
• Problem, when quantitative evaluation is needed
– The more Authors, the more papers, the more
citations

• Who did what?
– Different conventions
– In some areas, alphabetic order (all Authors are equal)
– In some other (e.g., biomedicine), First and Last
Author have specific meaning, in the middle
decreasing controbution
– Average number of Authors depend on sector

Duplicate & Gift publication
• Both formally forbidden;
• Controls can be eluded
• In biomedical field, journals now ask for a
detailed description of individual contribution

–Es. Contributors: FJMvK, MGN, JMDG, and JWMvdM designed the study

and wrote the paper. ASdJ, KHL, GWV, and WJGM performed experiments and
analysed the data. CMAS, GB, JMDG, and JWMvdM established the chronic
fatigue syndrome patient cohort. All authors had full access to all of the data
(including statistical reports and tables) in the study and take responsibility
for the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis. FJMvK and
JWMvdM are guarantors of the paper and accept full responsibility for the
work and/or the conduct of the study, had access to the data, and controlled
the decision to publish.

H-index
• Measure proposed in 2005, by the physicist
J.E.Hirsch to take into account both productivity
and impact:
– a scholar with an index of H has published H papers
each of which has been cited in other papers at least
H times
– Sort your papers from most to least cited, and count
from 1° until citations become less than position

• Limitations:
– H-index increases with age,
– It does not take into account very important papers

Emerging indicators
• altmetrics: non traditional metrics similar to
webometrics:
– Paper views and downloads,
– Discussions (comments, Tweets, FB posts, etc)
– Saved in scientific media (e.g., ResearchGate)
–…

• Quietly adopted also by publishers

The Open Access citation advantage
• Since the beginning of OA, studies have been
carried out to verify whether OA provides an
advantage in terms of citations:

• Likely temporaneous effect?
(from SPARC Europe, OACA)

Two institutional examples
ASN: National Scientific Qualification
VQR: Evaluation of Research Quality

ASN: National Scientific Qualification
• To be considered for habilitation to Associate or Full
Professorship, one scholar has to reach a threshold on 2
out of 3 bibliometric measures:

– No. of papers on scientific journals indexed by WoS or Scopus, in
the last 10 (5) years
– No. of citations, in the last 15(10) years
– H-index of the papers published in the last 15(10) years

• Thresholds are calculated as the median of values for
current full/associate professors

– Thus you are to be better than half of the people hierarchically
above you in at least 2 measures

• Since Databases differ, the maximum for each paper is
taken from either WoS or Scopus
– For bibliometric fields

Thresholds: example

VQR: Evaluation of Research Quality

• Institution-level metrics
• Each scientist has to select his/her 2 “best” papers, that
end in the pool of papers of his/her institution (university,
department)
– Now based on ORCID identifiers

• Papers are (mostly) bibliometrically classified
in 5 classes A-E, depending on:

– Ranking of the journal by percentiles in the subject area the
paper belongs to,
– Concrete number of citations collected
by the paper
– In practice: the paper is classified as
the journal, unless you have more or
less citations than the expected for
such Journal
– Non-bibliometric fields have
committee-decided Journal classifications

VQR: sources of information

• Either WoS or Scopus: it is up to the Author to
choose from, and also with which parameter (IPP,
SJR, AIS, 5YIF), and also in which subject area…
– No automated optimization

• Automated bibliometric evaluation can be
overridden by an “informed review” process

Conclusions

• The current filter for scientific publications is almost
entirely in the hands of peer reviewers
– But papers are overtaking peers energies
– Plus, peer review, is not always free of bias

• Bibliometrics alone may cause bad publication habits
• Bibliometric usage for habilitation and quality
evaluation has been subject of criticisms
– With some variability depending on the scientific area
– It is integrated in a workflow that includes also a further
level of peer review

• Bibliometric evaluation:
– Based on proprietary databases (for bibliometric fields) on
which there is no control
– Costs associated

• Other presentations will deal with these aspects
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